The intent of this legislation is to counter the efforts of the un-Constitutional Small Arms Treaty. If we can get just one
state (out of the eight states that are lacking a pro-gun state provision) to introduce and pass this measure, it may gain
enough nationwide attention to enhance other states in addition to take a stance against this treaty that wants to disarm us.

SUGGESTED STATE OR FEDERAL LEGISLATION OR INITIATIVE
The right of the people to keep and bear arms, individually and collectively, is a God-given natural
right, the keystone of the people’s liberty, and belongs to all the people. This right is not subject to any
governmental effort, attempt or other related means, which seeks to repeal, revoke, rescind, surrender,
diminish, or suspend it. Any public official, whether elected or non-elected, who is involved in
restricting, denying use, or approves of abolishing the natural right of law-abiding people to purchase,
keep, possess, own, use, sell, lease, loan, or trade arms or ammunition, and whose duty has been to
assist in maintaining the security of a free state, is in violation of his (or her) Oath of Office, and is no
longer vested with the authority, responsibility, or the people’s approval to further represent the
people, and shall be charged with immediate and permanent dismissal from office. Violation or denial
of the people’s natural right to arms is a crime for which the violator is subject to immediate discharge
from government service without severance or retirement pay. Presidential Agreements, state or
federal executive order(s), state or federal legislation, treaties, martial law, and/or any other means, or
conditions, which order or intend to disarm the people are acts, contrary to, and in violation of, the
supreme law of this land: the United States Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
This measure restores the United States Constitution and the Bill of Rights as Supreme Law, and
refutes the ability of the United Nations’ attempt to disarm the American citizens. The people’s right
and authority to keep and bear arms needs to be protected; otherwise, the people will lose their
authority and control of their republic. Guns = authority and no guns = no authority! Armed citizens =
a republic, but no guns = no republic, no authority, no rights, and no freedom! The above effort was
drafted to promote and insure government’s adherence to the laws which our Founding Fathers wisely
drafted and passed as supreme law. Arms were meant to protect the people from tyranny in
government and from those who are bent upon evil, intending to do harm to innocent and law-abiding
people. Very possibly, with the exception of Senator Rand Paul, and a few other Constitutional federal
legislators, there may not be enough legislators to agree to sponsoring or giving this measure the
necessary support it deserves. It may require, in order to win passage; especially in a state like
California that this measure be enacted by the initiative process. This measure, if enacted in every
state will solve the upcoming pervasive problem with the un-constitutional Small Arms Treaty.
California (and 7 other states) are in great danger without a gun provision in their own State
Constitution!
With the upcoming expectancy of President Barack Obama to sign the Small Arms Treaty, states
without an arms provision will have no defense or documentation to refute the treaty and guard their
gun-owning citizens against a wipeout of their right to arms. This measure can be enacted into law by
legislative action, or by the initiative process in those states which do not have any firearms provision
in their own State Constitution. Some states have relied solely upon the Bill of Rights to protect their
right to arms. With the federal government now pushing for enactment of this ill-proposed treaty, full
protection is now quite necessary. The clarity and strength of this provision can be added to many
State Constitutions. It will serve to enhance a short pro-gun provision, as some States have, or serve to
directly connect states with no measure at all to the Second Amendment of the “Bill of Rights”.

